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Abstract 

Background: In 2015, one of the largest healthcare companies in the world committed to phasing out from all its 
products and processes worldwide any substances declared by the European Chemicals Agency to be of very high 
concern. Since then, extended practical experience was gained in the phasing out of substances of concern.

Results: We report in detail on a company‑wide programme to phase out substances of concern, the challenges of 
and the approaches to the phase‑out. The paper provides concrete ideas of how to address the legitimate urge to 
remove substances of concern from economic activities in a holistic way, taking into account the broad diversity of 
aspects of sustainability. The present paper also reviews the regulatory and societal environment in which substances 
of concern are being phased out. The paper attempts to contribute to the ongoing discussion of how to improve the 
chemicals policy in Europe and beyond.

Conclusions: Phasing out substances of concern, substance selection for new products and processes, and the 
avoidance of regrettable substitutions while maintaining the pace of genuine innovation will stay a major challenge 
for our industry in the years ahead whereby not only toxicological and ecotoxicological hazards have to be consid‑
ered in the selection and deselection of substances, but also other sustainability criteria characterising the entire 
life cycle will play an increasingly important role. Legislators and industry need to pay more attention to how this is 
implemented while avoiding slowing down innovation, making essential products unnecessarily more expensive, and 
further pushing material production out of highly regulated countries.
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Introduction
Lay people think they intuitively know what a substance 
of concern is. However, what is of concern depends very 
much on the perspective and the context. Illegal drugs, 
explosives, chemical weapons, food additives with dubi-
ous benefits, pesticides, or antibiotic residues in food, 
highly flammable insulation materials in construction: 

all these substances can be a cause for concern.1 In our 
paper, we discuss “industrial chemicals” that are of con-
cern because they can cause long-lasting adverse effects 
on human health and the environment. The definition of 
“high concern” closely follows the one used in the context 
of “industrial chemicals”. “Industrial chemicals” are those 
chemicals which are not in scope of specialised legisla-
tion regulating food, medicinal products or pesticides.
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1 The term “substance of concern” (SoC) is used by (among others) by the 
Chemical Footprint Project (CFP) as “chemical of high concern” and in a not 
very well defined sense also by ECHA in https:// echa. europa. eu/ irs- infog 
raphic. We are using SoC in this paper for SVHC and other substances which 
also have long-term adverse effects on humans and the environment, but have 
not (yet) been declared SVHCs.
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“Industrial chemicals” are in many countries governed 
by chemical legislation like the European chemical regula-
tion REACH,2 which is in many countries considered as the 
model of such legislation (“REACH-likes”).

Therefore, it does not come as a surprise that the entry 
into force of the European REACH regulation [1] trig-
gered the creation of the currently most powerful list of 
undesirable industrial-chemical substances in the world: 
the so-called “Candidate List3 of substances of very high 
concern for Authorisation” of the European Chemicals 
Agency (ECHA) [2]. Substances of very high concern 
(SVHCs) have serious and often irreversible effects on 
human health and the environment and are defined by 
the following hazard properties:

• meeting the criteria for classification as carcinogenic, 
mutagenic or toxic for reproduction (CMR) category 
1A or 1B in accordance with the CLP4 regulation [3]5;

• being persistent, bioaccumulative and toxic (PBT) 
according to Annex XIII of the REACH regulation [1];

• very persistent and very bioaccumulative (vPvB) 
according to REACH Annex XIII;

• causing an equivalent level of concern as CMR or 
PBT/vPvB substances as per Art. 57 REACH [4].

Substances meeting the SVHC criteria can be added 
to the Candidate List [2] maintained by ECHA for even-
tual inclusion in the Authorisation List (Annex XIV of 
REACH) [5] and/or the Restriction List (Annex XVII of 
REACH) [6]. Figure 1 provides an overview of the over-
all regulatory process related to the Candidate List and to 
the Annexes XIV and XVII.

As of 17 January 2022, 223 substances or groups of sub-
stances had been published on the Candidate List and 
further 59 substances placed on the Authorisation List 
which is growing from year to year [2, 5].

Once a substance is added to the SVHC Candidate List, 
the REACH regulation imposes immediate obligations on 
manufacturers and importers to declare the substances 
if they are present in an article. Suppliers of articles6 

(products, which are not chemicals or mixtures thereof, 
but objects like cell phones or T-shirts) are required to 
immediately notify the professional recipients of the 
presence of an SVHC in their products exceeding 0.1% 
weight by weight (w/w) and provide instructions on the 
safe use of the product. On request by a consumer, any 
supplier of an article containing an SVHC must provide 
the consumer with sufficient information to allow safe 
use of the article including, as a minimum, the name of 
that substance [1].

Once a substance is added to the Authorisation List 
(REACH Annex XIV), the use of that substance in the 
European Economic Area (EEA)7 is prohibited after the 
defined sunset date, unless the particular use is author-
ised for a limited period or the use is exempted, as for 
example according to REACH article 56.6 (a) the SVHC 
is present in a concentration limit below 0.1% (w/w) [1, 
5]. Manufacturers, importers and downstream users need 
to apply for an authorisation for their use if they want to 
continue to use the substance listed in the Authorisation 
List after the sunset date for a limited time period [8]. 
This application for authorisation is specific for the use 
applied for and is bound to high expenses. The prepara-
tion of the authorisation dossiers submitted by the Roche 
Group to date has resulted in costs (internal and exter-
nal) of several hundred thousand to over one million 
euros per dossier. Fees are added to these costs: The fees 
for the application for authorisation for one use currently 
costs 54,100 euros [9]. Dossier preparation is a lengthy 
process, as it takes up to two years to prepare an applica-
tion for authorisation. Additional costs can be caused by 
measures stipulated in the authorisation decision (e.g. for 
risk mitigation measures or monitoring obligations).

The inclusion of any substance in the Restriction List 
(REACH Annex XVII) triggers conditions for the use 
of this substance. The restriction may apply to the sub-
stance on its own, in a mixture or in an article. Some sub-
stances might be included in both Annexes XIV and XVII 
(Restriction List and Authorisation List, respectively).

One example are the nonylphenol ethoxylates (NPEs), 
which have been widely used as surfactants in the diag-
nostic industry. This SVHC has been restricted in textile 
articles from 3  February 2021 with a maximum con-
centration allowed of 0,01% by weight [10]. NPEs were 
also included in the Authorisation List (entry 43 of the 
Annex XIV) [5]. Further, the use of this substance will be 
described in the study case 3.

In addition to the Candidate List, the Restriction List 
and the Authorisation List by ECHA, there are other 

3 The term “candidate list” is somewhat confusing to outsiders. This does 
not mean that the substance is a candidate to be designated as an SVHC, but 
is a candidate to be banned under REACH or subject to authorisation under 
REACH terminology. Fact is that any substance on the “Candidate List” is 
definitely a substance of very high concern.
4 Regulation on Classification, Labelling and Packaging (Regulation (EC) 
No 1272/2008).
5 The CLP regulation is the European Union’s implementation of the Glob-
ally Harmonised System of Classification and Labelling of Chemicals of the 
United Nations.
6 Article: According to the REACH regulations, “article” means an object 
which during production is given a special shape, surface or design which 
determines its function to a greater degree than does its chemical composi-
tion (REACH Art.3 (3)).

7 The geographical scope of the REACH regulation is the EEA, which includes 
not only the EU Member States, but also Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein.

2 Registration, Evaluation, Authorisation and Restriction of Chemicals
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indices with substances of concern published by other 
regulatory bodies, organisations and agencies. The most 
important of these lists are discussed in this paper. Fur-
ther, some company initiatives to identify, list and track 
chemicals of concern are also reviewed.

Taking an outlook to the fast and continuously chang-
ing regulatory development in the European Union, 
the European Green Deal needs to be highlighted, as it 
will probably have an appreciable impact on the further 
phase-out of SVHCs. The Green Deal, an action pro-
gramme released in December 2019, aims to transform 
the EU’s economy into a climate-neutral, resource-effi-
cient, and competitive economy by 2050 [11]. In particu-
lar, the Chemical Strategy for Sustainability (CSS) [12] 
and the Sustainable Products Initiative (SPI) [13] are two 
significant policy initiatives, part of the Green Deal, with 
the declared ambition to reduce substances of concern 

faster while driving innovation for more sustainable 
products. The CSS was adopted on 14 October 2020. The 
strategy is part of the EU’s zero pollution ambition—a key 
commitment of the European Green Deal—and aimed to 
phase out the most harmful substances and simplify the 
risk management process [12]. It remains to be seen to 
what extent the CSS will then really succeed in combin-
ing the former with the latter without compromising the 
manufacturing location in Europe.

The CSS aims to “green up” the chemicals industry in 
two ways: regulatory measures by banning or minimising 
the use of certain harmful chemicals and non-regulatory 
incentives by promoting industrial innovation.

The healthcare sector is a major consumer of chemi-
cals, therefore, it is a key actor to phase out harmful 
chemicals and reduce negative impacts on environment 
and health. Hereinafter, the scope of the present study 

Fig. 1 The current regulatory process related to SVHCs under the REACH regulation, which may ultimately lead to a substance becoming subject to 
authorisation and/or falling under a restriction [7]
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does not include all facets of the healthcare sector, but 
only those in which the Roche Group is involved, that is 
the development and manufacturing of patented medici-
nal products and in vitro diagnostic devices and assays.

The healthcare industry in general and the above-men-
tioned subsectors in particular belong to the most regu-
lated economic activities due to the fact that medicines 
and in  vitro diagnostic instruments and their related 
reagents must be approved by health authorities. In 
addition, the industry faces large societal demands for 
performance and pressure to justify its costs to public 
health systems.

All companies which phase out SVHCs must cope with 
considerable additional burdens for R&D and their safety, 
health and environmental protection (SHE) departments. 
Moreover, healthcare companies have additional chal-
lenges to prove that modified manufacturing processes 
and redesigned products are at least as safe and effective as 
their predecessors and fulfil the corresponding regulatory 
requirements. This takes a considerable amount of time—
in some cases years—and generates substantial costs.

The development of new products is very often lim-
ited by the number of the R&D experts and financial 
resources available. Correspondingly, an important chal-
lenge related to the phase-out programme is prioritisa-
tion, which means considering whether to phase out the 
product or (with higher costs and efforts) to proactively 
substitute an SVHC before the end of the product life 
cycle. The decision is made based on whether the sub-
stance is only on the Candidate List; on the Candidate 
List with a high likelihood8 of being added to the Annex 
XIV (which is the Authorisation List) and facing authori-
sation; or the substance is already on the Authorisation 
List with a fixed sunset date implying that an applica-
tion for authorisation has to be submitted. Last but not 
least, business considerations play an important role. 
The market life expectancy of the existing product and 
the costs of the substitution must be assessed, as well 
as the importance of the corresponding product for the 
business’s economic success and whether customers will 
accept the reformulated product because they are used to 
the old product and/or doubt the same performance.

These major developments set the scene for our pre-
sent study, which offers a view into a real company that 
actively works to eliminate substances of concern in its 
products and processes and has publicly announced a 
goal to phase out SVHCs.9 In order to gain an insight 
into the drivers for phasing out, the barriers faced by 

stakeholders, and the duration and cost of overcoming 
them, a survey of relevant stakeholders was conducted. 
In addition, interviews were conducted with product 
managers. We also analysed applications for exemption 
from the phase-out goal and conducted case studies in 
order to develop generalised concepts based on our expe-
rience in phasing out substances of concern.

Results
The SVHCs phase‑out goal of Roche
In 2015, F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd10 decided to phase 
out SVHCs from all products and manufacturing pro-
cesses worldwide within 10 years of inclusion in the Can-
didate List, whenever technically possible. This phase-out 
goal was approved by the Corporate Executive Commit-
tee, was publicly announced and applies to the entire 
Roche Group. On the one hand, this was a reaction to the 
growing number of entries on the SVHC list (connected 
with regulatory pressure on these substances) and, on the 
other hand, it was born out of the desire to set meaning-
ful and easily measurable Group targets in the area of 
chemical-related sustainability. The adoption of this very 
ambitious goal can be justified by the fact that several 
positive effects could be achieved, namely to

• protect the health of customers and employees, as 
well as the environment;

• ensure supply chain continuity of raw materials, 
because discredited substances can become econom-
ically unattractive for suppliers;

• allow manufacturing processes to be more easily 
moved to another site globally, including to the Euro-
pean Union;

• make products more attractive to customers, giving 
the company a competitive advantage in the market-
place;

• ensure stable compliance; and
• maintain a high sustainability rating, which attracts 

sustainability-oriented shareholders.

The fact that the family of the company’s founder, 
which holds the majority of the company’s ordinary 
shares, expressly attaches importance to the sustainable 
management of the Roche Group, had a favourable effect.

After the formal decision to implement the SVHCs 
phase-out, a document was prepared to define the scope, 
the processes and the definition of what is “technically 
impossible” to be phased out and thus defining the appli-
cability of exemptions.

8 The nomination on the Authorisation List is a stepwise process which is pre-
ceded by a recommendation for inclusion on Annex XIV.
9 Roche also phases out substances that do not belong to the SVHCs, such 
as mercury and its compounds, EDTA or certain biocides, although these 
activities are not actively publicised.

10 F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd (often just only called “Roche”) is a Swiss multi-
national healthcare company currently active in the pharmaceutical, diagnos-
tic and diabetes care fields. The company employs over 90,000 people across 
more than 100 countries. For more detailed information see [14].
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All substances as such, mixtures, and articles used in 
manufacturing processes and/or being part of final prod-
ucts are in scope of the phase-out. No de minimis amount 
or concentration applies as long as the SVHC has been 
consciously added to the product or used in a process. 
Traces of impurities below 0.1% (w/w) are exempted. 
Excluded from the scope are all research and quality assur-
ance activities, whereby researchers are actively advised 
that they may use SVHCs within their research, but in 
doing so should not develop manufacturing processes or 
products in which SVHCs are present. Furthermore, lab-
oratory employees are specifically advised that the use of 
and the exposure to SVHCs in research and quality control 
should be kept to a minimum to protect the health of our 
R&D personnel and the environment of the R&D site.

Also excluded from the scope of the SVHC goal are 
construction materials, infrastructure, office equipment, 
furniture, and fuels. These materials should be dealt with 
within other projects.

For the reader who is not familiar with the regulatory 
situation within the healthcare industry or the structure 
of the Roche Group, which manufactures both medici-
nal products (pharmaceuticals) and medical devices 
(in vitro diagnostics), it is important to understand that 
the SVHCs phase-out goal applies in different ways to 
the two divisions. Whereas the SVHCs phase-out goal 
applies to both processes and products in the Diagnos-
tics Division of Roche, it only applies to the manufactur-
ing processes, but not to products of the Pharmaceuticals 
Division. On the one hand, SVHCs are unlikely to be 
used in medicinal products, on the other hand, according 
to REACH regulation (Article 2.5(a)), substances which 
are only used as ingredients of medicinal products can-
not be designated as SVHCs.

This goal applies to all companies of the Roche group, 
regardless of their geographical location. The contract 
manufacturing organisations of Roche are not in the 
scope of the goal.

The tool of temporary exemption from the SVHCs 
phase‑out goal
Because the goal includes the clause that phase-out 
should be executed “whenever technically possible”, it 
was key to define clear conditions to avoid loopholes 
which would erode the goal and undermine credibility. 
Therefore written guidance on how to deal with applica-
tions for exemptions was developed by the environmental 
and health protection department.11 Figure 2 provides an 

overview of the internal decision-making process for an 
exemption request of the SVHC phase-out goal at Roche.

The clearest case of a justified exemption is if the sub-
stance is essential on a molecular level. For instance, an 
essential micronutrient or a co-factor of certain enzymes 
cannot be substituted in a fermentation process with 
a microorganism or cells which need this substance 
to function normally, e.g. certain soluble cobalt com-
pounds, which are essential micronutrients. In specific 
cases, when it can thus be assumed that it is technically 
not feasible to substitute this substance, an application 
for exemption can be submitted. In the event that users 
come to the conclusion that a substance cannot be sub-
stituted by the target date (10 years after SVHC listing), 
they must—in due time before that date—compile a tech-
nical documentation which proves the case and submit 
it to an internal decision board which is not part of the 
corresponding business (and reporting line) for approval. 
In case an exemption is then conceded, the documenta-
tion (application and approval decision) must be filed for 
an audit. An open-ended exemption is granted until the 
change of technology.

Moreover, uses for which the company has successfully 
applied for an authorisation under the REACH regulation 
are also exempted from the phase-out goal. Obviously, 
if the sunset date (from the Annex XIV of REACH—
“Authorisation List”) is reached before the 10-year term 
of the phase-out goal has elapsed, the sunset date (as a 
legal requirement) prevails and the use of the substance 
must be discontinued (if no application for authorisation 
was submitted to the ECHA).

Exemptions from authorisation under REACH, e.g. for 
in  vitro diagnostics if the substance is listed on Annex 
XIV for human health issues only (according to Article 
60.2 and 62.6(c) of REACH), do not lead to an exemption 
from the SVHCs phase-out goal.

In addition to the officially announced goal to phase 
out SVHCs, the Roche Group has called its R&D staff to 
reduce the use of other substances of concern which can 
be subject to other legislation (other than chemical leg-
islation)12 or have been identified internally for gradual 
phase-out as there are more sustainable alternatives to 
them. Sometimes, memos to R&D and procurement on 
specific substance or substance groups will trigger these 
phase-outs. In other cases, the phase-out could be driven 
by means of internal substance selection guides for sub-
stance groups such as solvents, chelators, surfactants, 
buffers, or chaotropic agents.

When the goal was being implemented within the com-
pany, situations soon arose where a timely exit would 11 The environmental and health protection department at the Roche Group’s 

headquarters, which reports to the General Counsel (head Legal and Sustain-
ability). Thus the SVHC phase-out programme is governed by an organisation 
which has another reporting line than the business to guarantee independent 
decision making.

12 Such as: the Directive on the restriction of the use of certain hazardous 
substances in electrical and electronic equipment and the Medical Device 
Regulation.
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have led to very serious disruptions in the supply of 
essential healthcare products or excessive economic bur-
dens. A situation of this type can occur for instance if a 
new business that uses SVHCs is acquired, or processes 
involving SVHCs are insourced, or the SVHC is pur-
chased as a part of a mixture and its presence is not obvi-
ous. Also if products are reformulated, which requires 
a worldwide regulatory approval, and only one produc-
tion line is available so that the manufacturing of the new 
product can only start once the approval is obtained in 
all markets. In some cases there is an additional bur-
den because not only the new formulation needs to be 
approved but also one specific production line was pre-
viously approved by the health authorities, and that pro-
duction line, including the formulation change, needs to 
be approved too.

The occurrence of such situations required the crea-
tion of an additional tool within the programme, namely 
that of a temporary exemption. In this way, a failure to 
meet the target is not just passively tolerated but requires 
an active application which needs to deliver convinc-
ing evidence that the goal cannot be achieved within 
10 years after the listing of the SVHC including a plan to 
phase out the SVHC with a fixed termination date. The 
approval of temporary exemption (as in the exemption 
mentioned previously) has to be obtained by an instance 
which is not in the corresponding business division. Both 
the formal application and the approval decision are then 
filed to be available for independent review.

The case of excessive economic burden is obviously a 
particularly difficult one, as it is hard to define and check 
the fulfilment of the criterion. A typical acceptable case 
is when the end date of the phase-out goal is not long 
before the end of the life cycle of a product or process 
where the use of the SVHC in question would be discon-
tinued anyway. Then it is completely justified not to dedi-
cate financial and human R&D resources, which could 
otherwise be used better in real innovation.

Anyway, such “economic” cases would never lead to an 
open-end exemption. The tool of the temporary exemp-
tion helped to establish a broad acceptance of the SVHCs 
phase-out goal within the business. It offers a little more 
leeway without fundamentally deviating from the obliga-
tion to phase out.

The numbers show that overall, this tool was used with 
a sense of proportion: As of January 2022, F. Hoffmann-
La Roche Ltd granted 22 exemptions for 11 different 
SVHCs. On top, Roche Group companies applied for an 
authorisation under the REACH regulation for 5 uses of 
3 substances.

Survey among participants of the phase‑out
In order to assess the challenges associated with this goal, 
a survey was conducted among the stakeholders involved 
in the phase-out of SVHCs in a multinational healthcare 
company. The survey questions focused on the complete-
ness of the phase-out, whether it was technically pos-
sible (see in suppl. mat.). Participants responded to 12 
questions listed in the Appendix. In addition, personal 

Fig. 2 Internal decision‑making process for an exemption request of the SVHC phase‑out goal at Roche
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experiences, analysis of exemption requests, case stud-
ies and interviews with product managers are included in 
this paper to develop generalised concepts.

In total, 22 stakeholders were contacted and 16 
answered the survey. Of the 16 respondents, 69% (11) 
indicated that phase-out was technically possible but not 
yet completed, while in 31% of the cases (5) phase-out 
was technically not possible.

The respondents had the possibility to include several 
substances and/or uses at the same time, which resulted 
in a total of 37 substances reported in the survey. Figure 3 
shows the occurrence of the identified substances in the 
survey.

Based on the survey, three groups of substances could 
be distinguished:

1. Substances on the Authorisation List: OPE (octylphe-
nol ethoxylates; 10–27%), NPE (nonylphenol ethoxy-
lates; 9–24%);

2. Substances in the Candidate List: boric acid / sodium 
borates (6–16%), polar aprotic solvents (DMF: N,N-
dimethylformamide, DMac: N,N-dimethylacetamide, 
NMP: N-methyl-2-pyrrolidone) (7–19%), hydrazine 
hydrate (2–5%), cobalt dichloride (1–3%), phenol-
phthalein (1–3%);

3. Substances concerned by a restriction: mercury com-
pound (1–3%) and NMP.

Substances can occur on both Candidate and Authori-
sation List on one hand and on the Restriction List on the 
other.

The timelines for replacements were different for each 
individual project but the respondents indicated a max-
imum of up to 10  years considering the three following 
stages: feasibility test, stability test and regulatory update.

Based on the survey results, the main obstacles to the 
phasing out of an SVHC can be grouped as: technical, 
market, economic and regulatory barriers (Table 1).

Interviews were also conducted with two international 
product managers (IPM) whose portfolios were impacted 
by the presence of the alkylphenol ethoxylates. The main 
trigger for the substitution of these SVHCs was the legal 
status (the alkylphenol ethoxylates are banned in the 
EEA).

Both IPMs did not communicate the Roche phase-out 
goal to customers (laboratories, hospitals) as they consid-
ered them not to be interested in the details (“The cus-
tomers only want to have reliable diagnostic instruments 
and assays.”). The communication done was related to the 
authorisation requirements with marketing notifications.

The presence of SVHCs might pose an issue during 
tendering, in particular in Asia (Korea, Vietnam, Singa-
pore, Malaysia, China). Both IPMs support the phase-out 
goal, but suggest that the awareness and the communica-
tion about it should be improved.

Lists of substances of concern
In addition to the Candidate List and the Annexes XIV 
and XVII (substances subject to authorisation and 
restriction correspondingly) issued by ECHA, there are 

Fig. 3 Occurrence of the identified substances in the survey. NPE: nonylphenol ethoxylates; OPE: octylphenol ethoxylates; polar aprotic solvents: 
DMF: N,N‑dimethylformamide; DMac: N,N‑dimethylacetamide; NMP: N‑methyl‑2‑pyrrolidone
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other indices including lists of substances of concern 
published by other regulatory bodies, organisations 
and agencies such as the Chemical Management Plan 
(CMP) from Canada [15], the Stockholm County Coun-
cil’s phase-out list [16], the ChemSec’s SIN list [17], the 
European Trade Union Confederation (ETUC) list [18] 
and the Community Rolling Action Plan (CoRAP) by 
ECHA [19]. The enumeration of such lists can be found 
in Table 1 in suppl. Mat., but is obviously not exhaustive.

The SIN list aims at encouraging industry to move away 
from substances which Chemsec, a non-governmental 
organisation, considers as fulfilling the criteria for SVHC 
[17]. The ETUC list prioritises chemicals for authorisa-
tion under REACH [18]. The CoRAP is a mechanism to 
evaluate substances between member states of the EU 
that works on the basis of a list of chemical substances 
already evaluated or being planned to be evaluated by an 
EU member state over a period of three years [19]. Fur-
thermore, ECHA is using these external sources, e.g. the 

SIN list, to support the integrated regulatory strategy and 
the identification of substances that matter most in terms 
of protection of human health and the environment [20]. 
These lists also generate pressure on suppliers of these 
companies to phase out the listed substances.

Further company initiatives to identify, list, and track 
current and upcoming chemicals of concern can be seen 
in Table 2 in suppl. mat.

In addition, there are some other lists of undesirable 
substances, which are not in the scope of the present 
paper such as undesirable substances in animal nutrition 
by EC [21] and the lists of undesirable substances and 
limited uses of feed ingredients [22].

Appropriate lists should be implemented in the com-
pany’s enterprise resource planning software (in the 
material management modules thereof; ideally this is 
connected to the purchasing software of the company) 
and should be used to identify concerned raw materials, 
processes or products containing listed substances. The 
list should also be used to flag substances in the cata-
logue used by R&D staff to order materials for their work. 
These lists are also used as a basis to obtain information 
from suppliers by requesting from them a declaration of 
the presence or absence of the listed substances. Ideally, 
companies have the full composition of the products, 
mixtures of articles (objects) in their enterprise resource 
planning software so that the system can flag any product 
containing any substances of concern. The process can 
also be automated, so that even as the lists get updated or 
supplemented by the issuing organisation, the resource 
planning software automatically shows new inclusions.

Regrettable substitutions
A regrettable substitution is defined as the replacement 
of a known hazardous substance with another substance 
that is as harmful or even worse than the replaced one. 
A regrettable substitution can happen because the sub-
stitute has not been sufficiently tested and the hazardous 
properties have not been revealed yet.

Maertens et al. [23] listed some examples of regrettable 
substitutions. The most famous one is the substitution of 

Table 1 Main obstacles to the phasing out of SVHCs

Technical barriers Market barriers

 • Lack of capacity (time slots) to produce 
the batches for the validation

 • Lack of available alternatives
 • Technical complexity
 • Effort to demonstrate that the change 
does not impact safety and function of 
the product

 • Contractual obliga‑
tions to keep the exist‑
ing formulation until 
the contract ends

 • Contractual necessity 
giving advanced notifi‑
cation of changes

 • Market accept‑
ance of the products 
manufactured with the 
alternative

Economic barriers Regulatory barriers

 • Costs to revise an existing product in 
comparison with the potential income 
which can be generated

 • Lack of capacity, essentially human 
resources, in R&D

 • Time consumed to find an alternative 
and to validate it as compared to the 
remaining life cycle

 • Time span to generate 
additional data to sup‑
port change registra‑
tion

 • Time span to achieve 
regulatory approval

 • Costs for testing, 
dossier generation and 
authority fees

Table 2 Type of uses and the number of products or processes impacted by APE substitution

*These processes impact a larger number of final products

Use type Number of products or 
processes affected

Type of function of the alkylphenol ethoxylates

Use as an emulsifier in the siliconisation of glass containers used 
as primary packaging for medicinal products

2 medicinal products Emulsifier in the silicone oil emulsion

Formulation, filling and use of in vitro diagnostic assays 23 products Increasing the solubilisation of reagents, cell lysis, 
protein stabilisation and wetting agent

Use in the production of proteins and the conjugation of latex 
beads (use in the production of in vitro diagnostic assays)

19 processes* Increasing solubilisation of reagents, cell lysis, pro‑
tein extraction and protein stabilisation or dialysis
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bisphenol A (BPA, CAS no 80-05-7) by bisphenol S (BPS, 
CAS no 80-09-1) or bisphenol F (BPF, CAS no 620-92-8) 
[23, 24]. Bisphenol A is considered toxic to reproduction, 
skin sensitising and an endocrine disruptor [25], while 
bisphenol S is under assessment as an endocrine disrup-
tor [26] and bisphenol F is a skin sensitiser [27].

A regrettable substitution leads to reputation dam-
age and also an economic burden as the replacement of 
a substance of concern needs to be performed a second 
time. There are also some examples in the textile indus-
try, automotive industry, food industry, cosmetics, etc. 
[28, 29].

Process for substitutions
In a highly regulated industry such as ours, the general 
steps for substitution are described below. This descrip-
tion is for the in vitro diagnostics business, but the effort 
required for the pharma business is equally laborious 
[30].

During this feasibility phase, an alternative substance 
easily available on the market has to be identified. The 
corresponding supplier has to be qualified. Then the first 
batches of the new formulation have to be produced and 
the performance of the in  vitro diagnostic (IVD) assays 
are tested and compared to the established specifications.

The validation of the IVD assays consist in verifying 
the shelf-life and the stability of the new reagents. All 
related manufacturing procedures are updated. Further 
production of pilot lots are performed for detailed assay 
performance verification and for the validation of the 
production process.

The request for regulatory approval and/or updated 
market health authorisation, if necessary: the IVD assays 
must have a market authorisation (regulatory approval). 
Any change in the composition of the assays needs either 
a notification to the corresponding health authority and, 
in some cases, an application for a new market authorisa-
tion might be needed.

Finally, introduction to the market: the new assay is 
introduced to the market with a new material number.

The whole process takes several years and some steps 
might have to be repeated in case of failure (for exam-
ple feasibility and/or validation has to be repeated with a 
new substance, or a modified production procedure).

In the pharmaceutical area, the process is similar and 
comparably demanding in terms of the required time and 
resources. This can be seen from the list of steps below 
which roughly outline the process change in the manu-
facturing of a synthetic molecule.

First there is an identification of an alternative process. 
The research and development (R&D) needs to be con-
ducted to substitute a substance in a given process step 
or to find an alternative way of producing the target or 

intermediate product. This includes confirmation that 
the quality of the product of the new process fulfils the 
acceptance criteria and is usable in the downstream 
chemistry. The supply chain for the alternative process 
needs to be established. New manufacturing documenta-
tion needs to be prepared.

Then the process qualification is done. Stability studies 
for the product of the new process need to be performed. 
Acceptable ranges for conditions and parameters need to 
be defined in a process characterisation study and fate of 
impurities studies might be required. The robustness and 
reproducibility of the new manufacturing process has to 
be demonstrated in process performance qualification 
before it can be used for commercial manufacturing.

Concerning the regulatory requirements, the registra-
tion dossier has to be updated with the information for 
the new manufacturing process. Depending on the level 
of change to the process, new stability studies on later 
intermediates of the process, the final drug substance and 
drug product might be required. A regulatory complica-
tion is the different timelines for change implementation 
in different countries. Often the old and the new process 
have to be run in parallel until all countries accept the 
process change. This can take several years.

The new process can be used to manufacture material 
for market supply under a new material number.

Ideally, process and product development should be 
focused on proactively identifying sustainable processes 
and products in a right-first-time concept. This is well 
aligned with the principles of green chemistry, which 
advocate for green by design instead of substitution 
approaches [31, 32].

As an accompanying measure to support researchers, a 
specific guidance “Substance Selection and Substitution 
Guide—how to avoid bad choices and regrettable sub-
stitutions” for the R&D population of the Roche Group 
was developed. This guidance draws upon a set of sub-
stance selection guides covering key substance groups 
used in the Roche Group. Other useful substance selec-
tion guides were developed such as the “Guidance on 
Key Considerations for the Identification and Selection 
of Safer Chemical Alternatives” by OECD [33] and the 
“Business Guide to Safer Chemicals” special report [34]. 
An additional tool is the chemical alternatives assess-
ment (CAA) that provides industry and other stake-
holders with the information they need to choose safer 
chemicals and minimise the potential for regrettable sub-
stitutes [35].

Substance selection guides and the phase‑out 
of substances of concern
In order to avoid regrettable substitution, substance 
selection guides for different types of chemicals were 
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developed. These guide are essentially based on the 
evaluation of toxicological and environmental hazards 
of the substances and should help researchers and devel-
opers or even the purchase organisation to choose the 
right substances for the development of new reagents or 
choose the right substance for a chemical synthesis. For 
the usefulness and reliability of these internal guides, it 
is very important that the internal guides are regularly 
reviewed and, if necessary, revised to take into considera-
tion new scientific results, latest regulatory developments 
and updated external guidelines.

Awareness of the phase‑out goal
In order to raise the awareness of the Roche phase-
out goal and to easily involve the R&D community, an 
e-learning program was developed. This tool explains the 
concept of SVHCs, the legal situation and the voluntary 
phase-out goal, and it lists all available supports (selec-
tion guides, exemption documents, etc.).

Case studies: experiences and challenges 
in the manufacturing of pharmaceuticals and in vitro 
diagnostic assays
During the development of active pharmaceutical ingre-
dients, certain transformations represent notorious 
challenges to phase out associated SVHCs. One typical 
reason for this is that there are established conditions 
for the synthesis of certain chemical moieties (e.g. use 
of DMF as solvent in peptide synthesis) without gener-
ally established substitution alternatives. For other types 
of structures (e.g. heterocyclic compounds with N-N 
bonds), significant synthetic detours are required (if pos-
sible at all) to substitute concerning reagents. In those 
cases, specific attention is required to the environmen-
tal impact of the replacement as alternative pathways do 
not only use other potentially concerning chemicals but 
also might result in higher general material consumption 
which could offset advantages from the substitution in a 
negative way.

Generally, shifting to favourable alternatives is evalu-
ated as early as possible during drug development as the 
associated efforts increase with the projects progressing 

through the clinic and into commercial use. Solvents 
are specifically in focus because it has been shown in a 
number of cases that alternative synthesis conditions can 
often be used. Investigations are performed on a pro-
ject by project basis and are dependent on the expected 
commercial manufacturing volumes, as the environmen-
tal impact is different for high tonnage production (e.g. 
antibiotics) compared to small kg quantities (e.g. rare dis-
eases). Furthermore, it should be mentioned that in the 
framework of manufacturing pharmaceuticals, the focus 
is mostly on substitution of a substance of concern as 
other options like omission are not applicable or because 
change of technology (see Table 3) would not necessarily 
obviate the use of the substance.

Case study 1: hydrazine
In 2011, hydrazine was registered on the SVHC Candi-
date List due to its carcinogenic properties [2]. To com-
ply with the Roche internal goal, efforts began to phase 
out the use of this substance within 10 years of its listing 
as an SVHC candidate. Hydrazine is used in a variety of 
chemical processes as the simplest building block con-
taining an N–N bond [36]. As such, it has found wide-
spread use especially in the manufacture of heterocyclic 
rings. At the time of the phase-out decision for hydra-
zine, this chemical was used in a multitude of processes 
at Roche. One of these processes is described here to 
exemplify the implications and problems associated with 
the phase-out.

In the synthesis of balovaptan (see the structural for-
mula in suppl. mat. Figure 1), a drug used for the treat-
ment of autism, hydrazine was used to establish a 
1,2,4-triazole moiety [37]. The process performance 
qualification of the respective step had already been com-
pleted at the time of the phase-out decision. Accordingly, 
changing the process would have required validation of 
the potential alternative process and establishing the use 
of the new material quality in the downstream process. 
Consequently, significant time and resources would need 

Table 3 Ways to eliminate substances of concern

Way Definition

Omission The substance is removed without replacement from the product or process, which continues to fulfil the same function

Substitution The substance is replaced by another substance without affecting the product or process

Termination of use The use of the product or process is permanently stopped

End of life cycle The substance was contained or used in a durable product that has reached the end of its service life and is therefore 
being decommissioned

Change of technology The substance is not used any longer because a more advanced technology is introduced
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to be spent. Nonetheless, the substitution was evaluated 
with open outcome.

The following alternatives were assessed in order to 
determine if a substitution was possible:

• Sourcing of a starting material containing the 
1,2,4-triazole moiety: this option would have 
required major changes in the synthetic route with 
all the respective implications. Even more critical: 
this would only have shifted the use of the concern-
ing substance hydrazine to an earlier stage of the 
process as practically all commercial 1,2,4-triazole 
compounds are manufactured using hydrazine. 
Essentially, this represents a shift of the substance use 
from scope 1 to scope 3 and with that potentially to 
less regulated countries. This is certainly not desir-
able and does not solve the problem of substance use 
in the long run.

• Alternative synthetic pathways to instal the 1,2,4-tri-
azole moiety: two routes were conceived and evalu-
ated as potential alternatives. However, the first 
option would have required the use of hydroxy-
lamine, which is suspected to be carcinogenic as well 
as to pose significant safety hazards (e.g. explosion 
hazard) in large-scale manufacturing. The second 
alternative would have included a copper-mediated 
cyclisation and consequently generated significant 
amounts of metal waste. Accordingly, both options 
would represent regrettable substitutions.

As a consequence of these investigations and consider-
ing that hydrazine was used only in the manufacturing of 
an intermediate which would exempt its use from being 
banned under Swiss and European Chemical Legisla-
tion, it was decided that it was not feasible to substitute 
hydrazine in the balovaptan process and this specific use 
received an exemption from the internal phase-out goal.

The manufacturing process was further optimised to 
minimise the hydrazine stoichiometry in order to reduce 
the amount of residual hydrazine in the reacted and 
worked up reaction mixture. Adherence to the required 
exposure limits is controlled strictly by high pharmaceu-
tical manufacturing standards.

Case study 2: DMA, DMF, NMP
The dipolar aprotic solvents DMA, DMF and NMP were 
listed on the SVHC Candidate List in 2011, 2012 and 
2011, respectively. Nonetheless, these solvents are still 
being routinely used for a range of synthetic transforma-
tions, particularly in peptide chemistry. There has been 
significant progress in identifying alternative solvent sys-
tems in recent years but often DMA, DMF and NMP are 

still the gold standard and their use is required [38] due 
to the lack of feasible alternatives.

Sustainable solvent selection is a key pillar in the imple-
mentation of green chemistry throughout the chemical 
industry [39]. At Roche, solvent selection is practised 
based on an internal selection guide and anchored in 
the department goals. Accordingly, there are a number 
of examples where these solvents were substituted by 
other chemicals or replaced by using different synthesis 
pathways.

For example, DMF was successfully replaced by more 
desirable alternatives in the manufacturing processes of 
taselisib [40], ipatasertib [41] and fenebrutinib [42] (see 
structural formulas in suppl. mat. Figure 1).

Case study 3: substitution of alkylphenol ethoxylates (APE)
In 2012, the ECHA identified the alkylphenol ethoxylates 
as an SVHC due to the endocrine-disrupting properties 
of their degradation products. This triggered within the 
Roche Group after the establishment of the phase-out 
goal, the identification of uses of these substances, the 
analysis of their functions and their substitution.

Due to the complexity of the Roche portfolio and in par-
ticular the Diagnostics Division’s portfolio, it took several 
months to identify the presence of the alkylphenol eth-
oxylates in final products or processes and start the corre-
sponding substitution activities. After the inclusion of the 
alkylphenol phenolethoxylates on REACH Annex XIV in 
2017, the pressure on the substitution projects increased 
because their use would then officially be forbidden in the 
EEA after the sunset date of 4 January 2021.

In Table 2, the type of uses and the number of products 
or processes impacted at Roche are summarised.

The products sold by a healthcare company are sub-
mitted to stringent regulations which implicate that the 
launch of those products is subject to market authori-
sation. Changes in the composition and/or production 
process must be notified and eventually approved by 
the health authorities. This approval might take several 
months in some countries.

In addition to the different phases needed for such a 
substitution (see description in section “Regrettable sub-
stitution”), we would like to mention that this has a big 
impact on the R&D budget and on the human resources 
(limited personal resources).

As in some of the uses the APE could not be replaced 
before the sunset dates, Roche had to apply for authori-
sation for 23 products on the specific use covering the 
formulation, filling and use of in  vitro diagnostic assays 
in 2019 in the EEA. Due to Brexit, a similar application 
will be submitted in 2022 but only for 11 products as the 
replacement of the alkylphenol ethoxylates has already 
been done for the 12 remaining products.
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Material declaration and the phase‑out of substances 
of concern
A seemingly trivial fact is that the use of substances of 
concern must first be identified in a company-wide pro-
gramme. It is not the case that substances in individual 
processes or products are unknown, at least as long as 
they are substances as such or part of mixtures. How-
ever, depending on the filing system and the complexity 
of the corporate structure, this knowledge is not always 
centrally and easily accessible. To collect the necessary 
information in the supply chain and to manage the cor-
responding collected data within the company, appro-
priate electronic tools must be in place [43]. In the case 
of the Roche Group, there is an additional problem that 
certainly also applies to many other companies in the 
industry: many products are not substances or mixtures, 
but articles (objects).Two leading trade associations in 
the European healthcare sector (MedTech Europe and 
EFPIA) have expressed the opinion that it is expedient 
that full chemical compositions not only of mixtures, but 
also of articles (objects) are provided by the suppliers [44, 
45].

Discussion
Replacing substances of concern with safer alternatives 
and greener technologies is strongly driven by legislation 
in the European Union, in particular by the authorisation 
and restriction chapters of the European REACH regu-
lation [46]. The declared goal of the Chemical Strategy 
for Sustainability and the Sustainable Products Initiative 
under the EU’s “Green Deal” is to further enhance the 
regulatory pressure. Obviously, there are also internal 
impulses for companies, such as self-motivated sustain-
ability ambitions and goals to better protect the health of 
customers and employees as well as the environment, or 
the striving to improve the reputation and to make prod-
ucts more attractive to customers therefore giving the 
company a competitive advantage in the marketplace. 
Following such an impulse, seven years ago, F. Hoffmann-
La Roche Ltd, one of the world’s largest healthcare com-
panies, has committed to phasing out substances which 
were declared by ECHA to be of very high concern from 
all its products and processes worldwide. During this 
time, extensive practical experience was gained with 
phasing out substances. While preparing the survey pre-
sented in this paper to collect this experience, we under-
stood how large the circle of stakeholders (staff involved) 
actually was within a multinational healthcare company. 
From the survey and interviews with product managers, 
from our own personal experience, and from the analysis 
of exemption requests we were able to gain a variety of 
insights into the barriers to phasing out SVHCs.

The main obstacles identified within the survey were 
grouped into technical, market, economic, and regula-
tory barriers (see Table  1). Several technical barriers 
were reported such as the lack of capacity (time slots) to 
produce the batches for the validation, the lack of avail-
able alternatives, the technical complexity, and the efforts 
put into demonstrating that the change does not impact 
safety and function of the in  vitro diagnostic product. 
Based on a survey conducted by ECHA in 2020 [46], 
companies faced similar technical barriers in substitution 
activities and took more than 7 years to complete them. 
Some of the barriers reported were for instance:

• difficulty to identify potential alternatives;
• a lack of available alternatives;
• technical difficulty to test the performance of the 

identified alternatives (lack of pilot testing capability, 
R&D and available technology);

• non-availability of technically feasible alternatives 
that meet customers’ requirements (after testing);

• concerns related to market adoption/approval of the 
products manufactured with the alternative.

According to this study [46], companies attempted to 
overcome the technical barriers by involving external 
experts such as research units; organising R&D projects 
to find cost competitive processes to meet customers’ 
requirements; process improvement and extensive test-
ing; and partnering with suppliers and customers for the 
development of safer substitutes and cooperative testing.

Those companies—where substitution is taking more 
than 7 years—have the highest cost of substitution, 
which may go as high as 50 million euros [46]. The key 
cost drivers in the pharmaceutical and diagnostic indus-
try are the industry standards and regulatory require-
ments [46]. Companies reported that they need four to 
six years to complete the substitution process due to the 
high requirements and strict regulations for processes 
and products in the medical device and pharmaceutical 
industry. We also identified regulatory barriers such as 
time span to generate additional data to support change 
registration; time span to achieve regulatory approval; 
and costs for testing, dossier generation and authority 
fees.

In regard to the time required for substitution of an 
SVHC or other SoC, realistically, the phase-out is in gen-
eral possible within 10 years in our industry, if the work 
on this target is started immediately after the substance 
has been designated an SVHC or has been otherwise rec-
ognised as being undesirable. But even with a timely start 
to the project, it remains a challenge in terms of finan-
cial and human resources taking into consideration the 
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various steps required including feasibility tests, stability, 
safety and functionality testing and the necessary regula-
tory approval.

The overall framework in the Roche Group can be 
assessed as generally very favourable for long-term sus-
tainability programmes, based primarily on the sta-
ble ownership structure. The founding family, which is 
interested in long-term development, holds the majority 
of voting shares. Despite the generally favourable con-
ditions, the problem remains that the resources for the 
individual projects have to be raised by the individual 
departments, which are already heavily burdened by their 
usual tasks.

The number of company-internal exemption requests 
asking for prolongation (27 received since the phase-
out programme started within Roche) is an indicator for 
the various challenges of the phase-out. In particular, it 
is very difficult to substitute within the same technology 
and prove that the product has the same performance 
in the regulatory approval process. In a few cases, an 
open-ended exemption until change of technology was 
conceded because the substitution was technically not 
feasible (see “The tool of temporary exemption from the 
SVHCs phase-out goal” section).

What is the best way to eliminate substances of concern?
Although frequently the term “substitution” is used in 
the context of ceasing the use of substances of concern, 
substitution is not necessarily the most appropriate 
approach, even if technically viable at all. While being 
involved in a multitude of phase-out projects, we saw that 
there are five types of approaches as shown in Table  3, 
where substitution is just one of them.

Omission
In this case, the substance is just removed from the oth-
erwise unchanged product or process. We observed in 
our practice that sometimes a substance was used “just 
in case” because the component had been used in simi-
lar products or processes in the past or because the for-
mulation had been transferred without the function of 
the individual components being fully known and thus 
without a clearly established need for its use. One exam-
ple was the use of a defoamer to avoid the formation of 
bubbles in a technological process. When tests were 
conducted with a formulation which did not contain the 
defoamer, the quality of the final product was not com-
promised. Although the omission as a way of phase-out 
sounds like an easy and obvious approach, it can be com-
plicated and costly in particular in the healthcare indus-
try where there are very high requirements to product 

stability and safety. Therefore, omission involves exten-
sive testing and in many cases regulatory approval.

Omission can also involve a gradual change in the 
technology used to obtain a certain result, e.g. sterilisa-
tion or safe containment by physical means to replace 
preservatives.

Substitution
Substitution means that a substance is replaced by an 
equivalent without changing the product or process. Sub-
stitutions can be successful (product and process have 
afterwards more or less the same function or use) if other 
substances with a very similar function and/or structure 
are available. Because of the very similar function and/or 
structure, specific care needs to be taken to avoid regret-
table substitutions [47, 48]. The “simple” substitution of 
one substance in a product or process is costly and very 
often just not possible or very complex. Furthermore, in 
highly regulated industries such as the healthcare sec-
tor, there is never such a thing like a simple substitution 
because there are high performance, quality and stability 
requirements, the fulfilment of which requires complex 
and lengthy testing as well as a subsequent regulatory 
approval.

This is why we see an important issue concerning sub-
stitution: when an existing product is reformulated to 
substitute a substance of concern, time and resources 
(financial and human) are used which could be better 
used to create a new product and process on a new tech-
nological level which would be to greater benefit to soci-
ety. This could take longer and would require a transition 
period but offers greater advantage.

Termination of use
In this case, the use of the product or process is discon-
tinued. Certain uses may be dangerous and/or have lit-
tle benefit and must be discontinued. With increasing 
technological progress and ever higher requirements for 
product safety, these cases are becoming rarer and rarer. 
It can be assumed that in the product (IVD) and process 
(IVD and pharmaceuticals) portfolios of reputable com-
panies of the healthcare sector hardly any product or 
process is outright unacceptably harmful and useless. If 
only because these products and processes have received 
regulatory approval of one kind or another.

End of life cycle
There are cases in which a substance that has recently 
been identified as substance of concern but was used 
in the past to produce durable high-quality devices 
that have a high utility value. It may be more economi-
cally and environmentally sustainable to operate these 
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high-quality installations, equipment or instruments 
until they need to be replaced, if this does not cause any 
harm to the user or the environment.

Change of technology
A substance is no longer used because, as a result of a dis-
ruptive innovation, products or processes are introduced 
that achieve better results using other natural phenom-
ena and substances. A good example is the introduction 
of fluorescent markers which made radioactive markers 
and the corresponding detection devices needless. In 
terms of gain for the society, this way of phasing out sub-
stances of concern is the most beneficial one, although it 
might take more time and resources to be completed. In 
our opinion, the legislator should create boundary condi-
tions which support this way of getting rid of substances 
of concern. In short, we think that the best way is the 
disruptive change of technology. We therefore believe 
that instead of pushing for substitution it is more pro-
ductive to promote a faster technological development. 
One possibility to facilitate adoption of new sustainable 
technologies could be the preferred review processes by 
authorities for submissions fulfilling criteria like com-
plete abandonment of certain substances of concern.

Phase‑out of substances of concern in the broader context 
of product development
As we have been involved in various projects to phase out 
substances of concern we saw that significant resources 
in R&D are needed in any of the ways to eliminate sub-
stances of concern. This can be seen in a larger context, 
namely that the productivity of R&D, i.e. the ratio of 
output to invested resources, generally decreases over 
time [49]. Although of course scientific productivity is a 
complex issue, it is clear that greater complexity can lead 
to lower productivity. Sustainability and product safety 
considerations have become one of the elements of the 
observed increasing complexity. Whereby these require-
ments are also becoming increasingly complex in them-
selves: avoidance of harmful substances is competing 
with quite a number of other sustainability goals, such 
as the reduction of greenhouse gases, recyclability, mini-
misation of water consumption, product longevity, and 
defossilisation. These processes impact a larger number 
of final products.13 As we described in the previous para-
graph, it is very costly to improve a parameter in an exist-
ing product or process. When more than one parameter 
needs to be optimised, then the limits of the available 
human and financial resources are very quickly reached.

In our view it is imperative, firstly, to train researchers 
and developers in sustainability issues from the outset 
and to involve sustainability and product safety experts in 
the development processes at a very early stage. Society 
and companies should always keep in mind that any tech-
nology is only ever a transitional technology; however, 
it still has to meet the latest sustainability requirements 
when it is created, so that it does not have to be replaced 
before its time.

How does the phase‑out of substances of concern fit 
into the greater context of sustainable chemistry?
The phase-out of substances of concern is closely related 
to the principles of green chemistry as defined by the 
American Chemical Society (ACS) (developed by P. Ana-
stas and J. Warner in 1998) [32]. Although in this com-
plex matrix of 12 principles the substitution of substances 
of concern is a vector which is not necessarily parallel to 
the directions of the other principles (see Table  4) [50]. 
Practical experience with green-chemistry projects show 
that specific attention is needed to avoid regrettable sub-
stitution or that substances of concern enter new pro-
cesses “through the back door”.

The diversity of principles of green chemistry also 
shows that there are many other important goals of a 
chemicals policy that, in our view, currently focuses 
too strongly on substances of concern; in other words, 
it is too hazard-approach driven. We think that chemi-
cals policy should be much more holistic. In particular, 
it should not only be strictly driven by chemical-hazard 
considerations, but should also include the energetic 
budget, aspects of circularity, atom economy,  CO2 goals, 
mass intensity and the need to defossilise chemistry. Sus-
tainable industrial chemistry is only conceivable if suf-
ficient low-cost and sustainably generated (electrical) 
energy is available [51]. A society that simultaneously 
wants to benefit from a prospering chemical–pharma-
ceutical industry and to minimise the harmful effects of it 
should use—in addition to chemical-regulatory means—
economic policy control elements to generate abundant 
sustainable energy [52].

As we, the authors of the present paper, have been very 
much involved in the phase-out of substances of concern, 
we experienced that this goal is embedded in a compli-
cated trade-off in the force field of several important 
sustainability needs, the vectors of which are not neces-
sarily parallel. We find that the focus of some stakehold-
ers, in particular from outside the industry, is too much 
focused on hazardous substances. Over the past two 
decades, groundbreaking successes have been achieved 
in the field of hazardous substances containment and 
control. Further progress means ever greater efforts with 
asymptotically decreasing benefits. We would welcome 

13 For instance, avoiding SoC in consumer products is a precondition for 
material recycling. Recycling is often hampered by SoC.
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a de-ideologisation of the societal discussion on the 
premises of chemicals policy by all involved stakeholders 
inside and outside the industry.14

It is important that academic research in this area strives 
for closer connection with regulatory and commercial 
practice in order to provide more relevant contributions 
to chemical safety advances. For example, the number of 
substances in governmental inventories can hardly serve 
as a measure of the burden of chemical pollution on the 
earth, as presented in [53]. Especially since the authors do 
not take into account the marketing quantities of the sub-
stances, which can vary by more than nine orders of magni-
tude. In addition, many inventories contain to a large extent 
non-active entries (like many pre-registered substances of 
REACH) or substances with very small quantities, like in 
the C&L Inventory of ECHA. Other works show a very 
inadequate understanding of industrial innovation [54]. 

The number of synthetic materials considered in research, 
which are displayed in the various databases, can hardly be 
correlated in relation to the chemical load on planet Earth, 
but are primarily a measure of the knowledge gained by 
mankind. These novel chemical entities often exist only in 
minute quantities in substance libraries and have no impact 
on the Earth’s ecosystem. This becomes understandable if 
one considers, for example, the relations in pharmaceuti-
cal research: to develop a drug, 5,000–20,000 compounds 
have to be considered in a selection process [55]. Only 
about five compounds in this process will ever be available 
in amounts above 1 kg and will be handled in very con-
trolled conditions not presenting any risks to humans or 
the environment.

A society should also consider that the most ambitious 
chemical regulation will not benefit the planet unless the 
goods consumed in that community are actually pro-
duced under those rules, rather than production taking 
place under different, less strict conditions elsewhere.

Table 4 The relation of the phase‑out of substances of concern with the 12 principles of green chemistry as defined by the ACS

Principle Relevance for substances of concern phase‑out

Prevention No direct impact

Atom economy Substitution can have an impact on the atom economy, as alternatives could result in longer and 
less efficient routes

Less hazardous chemical syntheses As outlined in the introduction, categorisation of substances as SVHCs occurs due to their hazard 
properties (e.g. carcinogenicity, mutagenicity). Therefore, phasing out substances of concern is 
directly correlated with using less hazardous reagents. Some examples are chromium‑mediated 
oxidations, which have been completely removed from modern pharmaceutical chemistry

Designing safer chemicals No direct impact (design of safer drug substances in terms of their environmental degradability 
and toxicological profile is an important topic in modern medicinal chemistry but is only linked by 
way of structural motifs which need to be incorporated during their synthesis into substances of 
concern)

Safer solvents and auxiliaries This in principle is directly related to the phase‑out of substances of concern and at the same time a 
tremendous technical challenge, because key aprotic polar solvents have been identified by ECHA 
as SVHCs: DMAC, DMF, NMP, 2‑methoxyethyl ether (DIGLYME)
Toxicological safety is only one aspect. Alternatives to the solvents mentioned are often less stable 
and result in more dangerous (in the sense of physical safety) processes

Design for energy efficiency No direct impact

Use of renewable feedstocks No direct impact

Reduce derivatives No direct impact

Catalysis No direct impact

Design for degradation Particularly in the area of surfactants, it may be possible to find good substitutes, as shown by the 
replacement of alkylphenol ethoxylates
We are also aware that there is a broad choice of readily degradable chelators
A special case is the replacement of inorganic process aids by readily biodegradable organic sub‑
stances (ideally without heteroatoms). An example is the replacement of boric acid and borates as 
buffer substances

Real‑time analysis for pollution prevention No direct impact

Inherently safer chemistry for accident prevention Process safety is of utmost importance in research, development and manufacturing. When 
introducing a less hazardous (in terms of toxicology or ecotoxicology) substance, the process safety 
might deteriorate

14 De-ideologisation means in this context that one strives not to assume dis-
honourable motives of the other side from the outset, to want to understand 
the legitimate interests and intentions of the other side, and to seek pragmatic 
solutions that take the interests of the different sides into account as best as 
possible.
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What are the concepts discussed during the present 
overhaul of the European chemical policy and how do they 
relate to the phase‑out of substances of concern?
While we are writing the present paper, a major overhaul 
of the European chemical legislation is being considered. 
In 2020, the CSS [12] was developed as part of the Green 
Deal [11]. The CSS has the overarching goal to achieve a 
toxic-free environment by 2050. While toxic-free sounds 
attractive, it has to be understood in the right way. It 
implies elimination of substances of very high concern as 
much as possible, minimising their use, and controlling 
emissions where elimination is not possible. The ultimate 
goal, the European Commission declared, is to drive 
innovation that will bring safe and sustainable-by-design 
substances and products onto the market. It is crucial to 
understand that not only elimination of SVHCs will bring 
the biggest benefit to society but also getting their use 
under control in order to avoid exposure to humans and 
the environment. Both elements (and further require-
ments as mentioned above) need to be considered in the 
development of policies. One critical aspect is designing 
policy and legislation that sets feasible goals for indus-
tries and keeps Europe an attractive region for produc-
tion and innovation.

Revision of the REACH regulation and of its authorisation 
and restriction processes
Part of the CSS is the revision of the REACH legisla-
tion which has the main elements for regulating SVHCs. 
In this paper we mainly focus on the aspects of the CSS 
which have major influence on the phase-out of SVHCs. 
So far, the REACH restriction and authorisation are the 
main drivers for substitution and it has a high effect on 
the market [4]. For instance, ECHA has not received 
applications for almost half of the substances currently 
on the Authorisation List, which shows that firms seek 
to substitute SVHCs before their use becomes subject 
to authorisation [4]. In Sweden, firms have reduced their 
annual use of SVHCs requiring authorisation by about 
40%, which suggests that the inclusion of a substance in 
the Authorisation List has a sizeable substitution effect 
[46]. However, these numbers need to be looked at in a 
broader context. The authorisation process is a very bur-
densome, cost- and labour-intensive process. In many 
cases this affects industries with a sectoral legislation15 
that have no choice than applying for an authorisation 
because of the long and complex regulatory validation 
and approval process of the sector legislation. In order 
to drive a phase-out in alignment with the development 
cycle of a product, applying for an authorisation is the 
only solution to avoid supply disruption.

By definition, an authorisation dossier includes a socio-
economic part, a chemical safety report and an assess-
ment of alternatives, and an authorisation is granted for 
a defined period of time. It is requested that the applicant 
uses this time for the substitution of the banned sub-
stances. Consequently, at the end of the review period, 
the substance is effectively phased out unless an applica-
tion for extension is submitted. The restriction process, 
on the other hand, has the potential to restrict the use 
of certain applications or define an exposure threshold 
value for uses where the risks are adequately controlled. 
Certain restriction dossiers, e.g. restriction on microplas-
tics, foresee a requirement for an annual reporting on the 
volumes released to the environment, for uses that are 
exempted.

Among the respondents of a survey carried out by 
ECHA, some stated that the substitution of hazardous 
chemicals in their activities is part of their sustainability 
policy. These companies claimed that they aim to phase 
out all substances identified as SVHCs [4].

Both processes, authorisation and restriction, have 
their advantages and disadvantages. A further develop-
ment of this system should aim at eliminating the deficits 
of the present system while preventing a further prolif-
eration of bureaucracy, securing productive jobs and pro-
moting genuine innovation.

Grouping of substances and the introduction of further 
hazard classes
Further elements within the CSS, which play a major 
role in controlling SVHCs, are the grouping of sub-
stances and the introduction of further hazard classes. 
The aim of these regulating categories is to increase the 
amount of SVHCs and to increase the speed of elimi-
nation. While this aims to speed up the substitution of 
SVHCs, the resulting increase in substitution activites 
can in the short term reduce the capacity for new process 
and product development and thus hinder fundamental 
innovation.

Hazard‑based versus risk‑based approach
The terms “risk” and “hazard” have very specific mean-
ings with respect to chemistry, although they seem simi-
lar. “Hazard” refers to a potential harm or danger, e.g. an 
inherent property of a chemical substance that makes it 
capable of causing harm to a person or the environment 
[56]. “Risk” refers to the possibility that harm or injury 
might occur when exposed to a hazard [56].

The question of whether hazard or risk should be the 
primary consideration has been at the centre of the dis-
cussion on regulatory measures to control substances 
of concern for the last 25  years. Industrial stakehold-
ers traditionally preferred and advocated the risk-based 

15 Means the legislative acts which lay down the rules for individual sectors, 
such as pharmaceutical or automotive industries.
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approach. This is also understandable from an industrial 
point of view because, depending on the state of technol-
ogy, certain hazardous substances cannot be dispensed 
with, especially if the desired benefit of a substance is 
tightly connected with its hazardous properties. Most 
of the advanced chemical legislation in the world com-
bines both hazard- and risk-based approaches. The crea-
tion of the category of SVHCs in the REACH regulation 
is clearly one of the most prominent embodiments of the 
hazard-based approach. The hazard-based approach has 
some advantages as it is a seemingly simple, unbureau-
cratic and fast regulatory tool. On the other hand, the 
use of the risk-based approach is time-consuming and 
labour-intensive, as it requires the collection of exposure 
data and the stipulation of adequate exposure control. 
The data required are diverse and potentially difficult to 
describe or to collect.

The voluntary phase-out programme of Roche 
described in this paper is dominantly hazard driven and 
sometimes reaches its limits when a hazardous property 
is intrinsically connected to the performance required. 
To address this issue and to add the necessary flexibility, 
we introduced the tool of exemption to the Roche phase-
out programme.

Safe and sustainable‑by‑design chemicals
As part of the CSS, the task was set to develop safe 
and sustainable by design (SSbD) criteria for chemi-
cal substances [57]. The SSbD concept aims at a holistic 
approach that encompasses environmental and health 
protection as well as full life cycle and socio-economic 
analysis. We expressly welcome this approach, although 
we are aware that an optimum of all parameters is of 
course difficult to achieve simultaneously and that the 
practical result achieved will always be a compromise 
and subject to the discretion of the actors involved. This 
approach should be combined with primary innovation 
(change of technology) because to apply this very com-
prehensive methodology to substitution will make it 
even more time-consuming and lead to disproportion-
ate costs. Which brings us back to our argument that the 
best policy and business strategy is one that promotes 
a shortening of innovation cycles and does not exhaust 
itself in laborious substitution and as a result a waste of 
resources. Of course, it is important that this innovation 
is then closely supported by the necessary experts who 
ensure that all aspects of the SSbD are taken into account 
as far as possible. A major challenge for the regulator 
will be to create powerful vectors for companies to fun-
damentally innovate their processes and products more 
quickly, taking SSbD into account, without leading to fur-
ther over-regulation and bureaucracy. The challenge for 
businesses is that with the use of SSbD and the necessary 

increase in complexity, the length of the innovation cycle 
should not increase excessively, nor should the costs.

What are the challenges of the CSS for the healthcare 
sector?
The healthcare sector is heavily regulated. This brings 
the following challenges in the context of removing sub-
stances from the manufacturing processes of pharmaceu-
ticals [58–60] and diagnostic products [61]:

• Complex development: R&D of a new pharmaceu-
tical or IVD product takes time, followed by gener-
ating the evidence and guiding the product through 
the certification or approval process. Ten years of 
development for a new product is quite common.

• Design changes of existing products: Changing the 
design of already existing products does not vastly 
shorten the process. Any design change is subject 
to time-consuming feasibility testing, validation, 
documentation and approval phases, which would 
typically amount to at least five and up to twelve 
years per product.

• Desired characteristics of SVHCs: In many cases, 
a specific hazardous property of a substance is 
required for its efficacy in a diagnostic product. 
For example, when analysing human cell samples 
to identify a disease, reactive/hazardous chemicals 
are required to, e.g. stabilise the blood sample, get 
access to the DNA, inactivate a virus, generate a 
signal for detection, stabilise the reagent, etc. When 
moving from an SVHC to another substance the 
product still needs to deliver the required result, 
this should be sufficiently tested. Additionally it 
should not turn into a regrettable substitution.

In order to best fulfil our commitment both to 
patients and to the environment, we suggest a dedi-
cated transition pathway for the healthcare sector. 
Changing existing product technologies to exclude 
newly identified SVHCs is highly challenging. It would 
mean having to redesign entire systems and associated 
products, followed by feasibility studies, validation, 
documentation and the regulatory approval process 
in the different countries. This occupies resources for 
several years trying to reform an old product portfolio 
and prevents us from coming up with true innovations. 
For existing product technologies, it would be very use-
ful to implement a time-limited, transitionary exemp-
tion that allows for phasing them out gradually in line 
with development cycles of new product generations. 
It would need to be tied to conditions that prevent, as 
much as possible, the release of concerning substances 
to the environment, e.g. by implementing further risk 
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management measures and controlling release to the 
environment.

For new products and technologies, disruptive inno-
vation should be considered, taking new concepts into 
account for avoidance of SVHCs. Working towards a 
more sustainable environment is our shared responsi-
bility as a society. It is crucial to find pragmatic solu-
tions to effectively protect our environment without 
leaving patients behind.

What are our suggestions based on the experiences 
obtained during our phase‑out activities?
The EU’s regulatory means in this area to date have 
indeed led to a reduction in the use of substances of 
concern in Europe but have hardly achieved their goals 
in terms of promoting innovation and competitive-
ness and improving the situation globally. The simplis-
tic focus on substitution alone as a means of phasing 
out the use of substances of concern does not do jus-
tice to the complex objectives of chemicals policy. The 
best way to phase out substances of concern is to pro-
mote fundamental innovation leading to a truly new 
technology.

In our view, this requires a pact between legislators and 
industry. On the one hand, the legislator must set clear tar-
gets for phasing out substances of concern with a realistic 
(and not populist) timeframe. On the other hand, the com-
panies concerned must make determined use of the time-
frame set for them in such a scheme, i.e. start working on an 
alternative technology as early as possible. For this to hap-
pen, both sides must give up hardened ideological positions.

The promotion of new technologies such as the Ger-
man National Hydrogen Strategy [62] can in principle be 
seen as a programme to phase out substances of particu-
lar concern, if at the same time researchers and devel-
opers are given targeted advice not only on the type of 
chemical substances used but also on how to consider 
the entire life cycle of the technology. We think that one 
of the biggest challenges for the current revision of the 
European chemicals legislation is to introduce elements 
of life cycle assessment and to maintain the risk-based 
approach while following the rules of good governance 
and without triggering further bureaucratisation and 
increasing the cost of the chemicals control system. Parts 
of the system, such as the National Competent Authori-
ties involved in the implementation of the Biocides Regu-
lation, are already overburdened with tasks and do not 
meet the deadlines they have set themselves. Presently, 
there are discussions in the European Union whether the 
REACH authorisation system should be changed and if 
so in which way. We see a certain value in keeping the 
system stable. On the one hand the present system seems 
to work in removing SVHCs from the European market, 

on the other hand it provides legal certainty for compa-
nies which have not yet found alternative substances or 
technologies.

Thus we see quite significant economic incentives 
within the REACH authorisation system to phase out 
substances of concern, such as avoiding costs of apply-
ing for an authorisation, maintaining business continu-
ity, and using opportunities from a proactive approach to 
phase-out.

If an innovation-oriented phase-out is aimed at, the num-
ber of SVHC nominations cannot be increased at will. Legal 
certainty and plannability are of great importance for this 
approach.

Conclusion
F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd has set an ambitious goal with 
the phase-out of SVHCs in its whole portfolio. However, it 
must be noted that the authorisation requirement of EU’s 
REACH regulation has been, until now, the most powerful 
driver for the SVHC phase-out in existing products and pro-
cesses. It has, of course, also been the key driver and moti-
vation behind our voluntary programme. Nevertheless, we 
see that the voluntary phase-out goal has and will give our 
internal chemical policy a special dynamic and help improve 
future products and processes within the Roche Group as 
R&D personnel’s awareness of regulatory and public pres-
sures has been significantly heightened.

After more than seven years of experience in purpose-
ful SoC phase-out, we clearly see that in terms of holistic 
sustainability (ecological, economic and social) it would 
make sense if lawmakers would be willing to compromise 
on the speed of regulatory-enforced phase-out while 
still setting clear but less ambitious timelines. Phase-
out is possible, except for some essential uses or lack of 
alternatives, but it is a challenging process for industry 
and in particular in the highly regulated sectors such 
as healthcare where R&D is facing a complex matrix of 
requirements, expectations and pressures. The regulatory 
pressure to get rid of substances of concern should be 
directed and dosed finely to promote meaningful, genu-
ine innovation.

As far as we can judge it, the Roche goal has not 
brought any marketing advantage until now. For the time 
being, most customers are essentially only interested in 
having reliable diagnostics or safe drugs. The phasing 
out of SoC has not had any perceptible effect on sales, 
although there is a lot of talk about green procurement 
everywhere. We therefore do not see our efforts from the 
perspective of short-term competitive advantages, but 
rather as hopefully positioning ourselves more favourably 
against the competition in the medium-term future.

We also have to take note that very specific uses of 
SVHCs will not be avoidable within the framework of 
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today’s technology. These include, for example, interme-
diates used in chemical syntheses of pharmaceuticals. It 
was therefore far-sighted of the legislator in the European 
Union to exempt intermediates from authorisation under 
REACH.

In general, we think that substitution is not necessar-
ily the best way to get rid of substances of concern. This 
fact should be taken into account both terminologi-
cally (use another term instead of substitution) and in 
practical implementation (promoting also other ways of 
getting rid of SoC). An economically, ecologically and 
socially sensible phase-out should be aimed for, which 
is characterised on the one hand by realistic (not overly 
ambitious) deadlines set by the legislator (or—in the 
case of voluntary projects—by the management) and 
on the other hand by a timely (not wait-and-see) long-
term planning, resolute approach in business.

Although it was not the primary intention of our 
study to provide recommendations for policy develop-
ment, e.g. to the European legislature, as practitioners 
we would like to offer some ideas for further legislative 
development:

• Industry needs legal certainty with staggered regu-
latory timelines promoting innovation leading to 
more sustainable products where sustainability goes 
beyond the avoidance of hazardous chemicals.

• The ability of companies to adapt to a changing envi-
ronment, which includes the regulatory framework, 
is limited and competes with their ability to innovate. 
A publicly desired increase in the “stroke rate” by 
increasing the number of substances to be declared 
undesirable within a certain period of time could hin-
der fundamental innovations instead of promoting 
them.

• When discussing and evaluating legislative proposals, 
both legislators and industry advocates should pay 
closer attention to whether they provide an impe-
tus for fundamental societally beneficial innovation 
or contribute to unnecessary bureaucratisation. In 
doing so, lawmakers should be willing to compromise 
over speed, and industry should be willing to com-
promise over its insistence on a risk-based approach. 
The two sides of such a trade-off could be mutually 
reinforcing, resulting in long-term benefits to society.

• Regulatory bodies responsible for approvals in the 
healthcare sector (medicinal products and medical 
devices) could also contribute to the phase-out of 
SVHC if they installed a preferred (e.g. accelerated) 
review process for variations or other concessions for 
more sustainable (non-SVHC) manufacturing pro-
cesses.

• In the greater context of sustainable chemistry as 
defined by the American Chemical Society, the 
phase-out of substances due to their hazard profile is 
only one parameter and other aspects like defossili-
saton or the energetic budget must be given greater 
consideration.

These are the key learnings gathered during our pro-
gramme to phase out SoC:

• It is important to launch awareness programmes and 
tools, such as general and substance-class-specific 
guidance, that support this goal.

• A phase-out programme in a large company needs a 
competence centre within the company to support 
the R&D staff when phasing out SoC or designing 
new products which should be safe and sustainable 
by design. This competence centre should include 
technology and chemical legislation specialists. One 
important task of this centre should be to funnel all 
the information from various lists into a digestible 
format for R&D.

• Primary (fundamental) innovation is the best way to 
eliminate SoC—in the sense of both higher competi-
tiveness of a company and societal benefit, e.g. direct 
substitution with another substance is often not the 
best way of eliminating SoC. The socially and eco-
nomically best way is fundamentally innovating the 
product or process.

• The R&D and marketing organisations should have 
robust channels of two-way communication to prior-
itise urgent SoC phase-out projects. In this way, R&D 
personnel should be sensitised to the “green” expec-
tations of customers and society.

• It takes time to out-phase SoC in a process or prod-
uct. This should be considered when setting dead-
lines. However, 10 years should usually be sufficient, 
even for challenging projects. But this time should be 
well planned and actively used to find solutions that 
should be part of innovation cycles.

• Particularly in the case of long innovation cycles and 
long-lived products, it is important when develop-
ing new products and processes not only to exclude 
undesirable substances that are already known, but 
also possibly to avoid substances that are the subject 
of discussion in the scientific community and the 
interested public. This can be achieved by including 
appropriate experts in the development teams and/or 
by providing suitable substance selection guides for 
the developers.
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